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To get a better understanding of the 
types of digital service we should 

implement, we conducted several 
surveys and did some research.

Research.



RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

SURVEYS & RESULTS

We focused our research on New Yorkers who regularly commute using the 
subway. We created two distinct surveys: A short digital survey to target 
the audience on social media, and a written survey which went into more 
detail. We had four main objectives:

1. We wanted to understand who our target audience was.

2. We wanted to understand how New Yorkers use the subway.

3. We wanted to understand their experience using the subway.

4. We wanted to know what they felt would improve their experience.

Most questions in the short survey are also asked in the long survey. We 
have combined all questions and responses in the one below, hence the 
change in number of responses. We had 14 short survey responses and 6 
long survey responses.

1. What is your age?

19 years old: 5
25 years old: 1

2. What is your estimate income?

$0 / dependent on parents: 3
$1-$200 a month: 1
$200-$400 a month: 2

3. What language(s) do you consider you communicate in most often?

English - 6
Spaninsh - 2 (Both respondents also answered with English)

4. Do you own/use a smarphone with wireless capabilities?

Yes - 20
No - 1
                         > Surey continues on next page.
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5. What are some of the services the MTA offers you are satisfied with?

Selected responses:

Accessibility to every part of the city
Train Arrival Time Displayed and Amount of Seating
Not Satisfied At All
Nice employees and sometimes fast
AC and heating
Guidance Signs Inside the Station

6. What are some areas of MTA’s service you are not satisfied with?

Selected responses:

“Inability to call and text. Trash. Rodents”
“Never on time, smells, delays, no prior mention about line changes”
“Smell”
“Price is too high & delays”
“Random delays”
“Feel disconnected underground, not safe”

7. Are you aware of the MTA’s limited WiFi service? If so, do you 
currently use the MTA’s Wifi Service?

Yes, I am aware: 4
No, I was not aware: 3

Yes, I make use of the WiFi: 1
No, I don not make use of the WiFi: 6

8. How well do you think the MTA communicates with commuters in 
regards to service changes, delays, and improvement plans?

Selected responses:

“Signage is helpful, but could be made easier.”
“Not well, posters with service changes are innefective and outdated.”
“Decent communication, could be better”
“Good, but should available be available on demand.”



9. What digital services would you like to see implemented in MTA’s 
services?

Selected responses:

“Wifi in all stations, tv screens/moving screens instead of the overload of 
posters, casual elevator music, dimmer lighting in cars, escalators.”
“Ability to make phone calls while in trains/in the station (resulting in a 
safety problem).”
“Not sure about the Wifi because of the vulnerability of being hacked.”
“Timeliness, less cuts in subway frequency.”
 “Better communication platform”
“Already Satisfied”
“Easier way to refill metro card”
“Way to charge phone while waiting”

10. In what borough of the city do you live in?

Manhattan: 2
Queens: 3
Brooklyn: 1
Our of city (NJ): 1

11. What subway line(s) do you use the most?

1, 2, 3: 1
N, Q, R: 4
4, 5, 6: 1
A, C, E: 2
B, D, F, M: 1
L: 1
7: 3

12. How much time do you spend in the subway each day?

10-15 minutes: 2
16-30 minutes: 1
31 minutes to an hour: 1
More than an hour: 2
                   > Survey continues on next page.



INSIGHTS From our surey results, we were able to derive the following insights. These 
insights helped us determine which services would fulfill New Yorker’s 
digital needs, and how we can best communicate to New Yorkers in our 
marketing campaign and communciation strategy.

1. New Yorkers want to stay connected when taking the subway.

2. New Yorkers want a seamless and hassle-free solution, or they won’t use it.

3. New Yorkers don’t want to pay extra.

4. New Yorkers want an easier way to refill their MetroCard.

5. New Yorkers want to charge their devices.

6. New Yorkers want a better communication platform for service changes.

7. New Yorkers want a go-to place for information.

13. Which stations do commute through most often?

Selected responses:

“Union Square”
“Times Square”
“Grand Central 42nd Street”
“Columbus Circle”

14. How much would you pay for WiFi if it were implemented in all 
tunnels and stations?

Selected reponses:

“WiFi should be free”
“$0”
“No more than $5”
“Nothing”
“$0-$2”         
                     [End of Survey]



COMPETITIVE 
ANALYSIS REPORT

Our team did some research to see wether the MTA was implementing any 
digital services, we came across Transit Wireless. Transit Wireless has been 
working with the MTA since 2011. They aim to implement WiFi service in 
all subway stations by 2017. After doing some research online, field testing, 
and looking at our consumer insights, we have come to the conclusion that 
Transit Wireless is not the solution New Yorkers are looking for.

Forbes said it best and called it “a rare triple #fail”.

The problems with Transit Wireless are the following:

The WiFi isn’t really free. Users are required to go 
through a lengthy and slow sign-up process and are 
susequentially bombarded with spam and ads. The 
service is unreliable, slows, and most importantly 
is only available in the stations, not in the tunnels 
where people need it the most! In short, this is not 
the solution we are waiting for.

8. New Yorkers want to feel safe underground.

9. New Yorkers – generally – share the same views.



From our research and insights, we 
have derived and developed the 
digital service that will bring the 

New York subway system into 
the 21st century.

Soultion.



CELLULAR UNDERGROUND

SECTION C THE SOLUTION

SERVICE CHANGE 
NOTIFICATIONS

Our insights and competitive analysis report have shown that the 
implementation of WiFi in subway station will not solve the problem. 
We strongly believe that instead of implementing WiFi, we should focus 
on bringing cellular connectivity in the tunnels and stations. This is for 
several reasons. 

We don’t only need to check our emails and browse the web, we also need 
to make important phone calls and send text messages. Most New Yorkers 
use their smartphones when riding the subway, a device that has the ability 
to text, make calls, and browse the internet using 3G and 4G LTE data. 
The majority of New Yorkers are already on some form of data plan, this 
means that if cellular is implemented underground, subway riders will 
simply be paying through their phonebills. New Yorkers will have reliable, 
uninterrupted service when transitioning from above to below ground.

Furthermore, implementing cellular instead of WiFi is more cost efficient 
for the MTA – the majority of the costs will be payed by service providers 
and will be seen as simply an expansion of their network. Persuading 
cellular service providers is easy because of the competitive landscape. 
T-Mobile, Verizon, AT&T, and Sprint will compete at all costs – the service 
provider that offers New yorkers data underground will have enourmous 
competitive advantage. 

New Yorkers believe the communication system between the MTA and its 
riders is ineffecient, outdated, and often confusing. We propose a solution 
that brings accurate and relevant information regarding delays and service 
changes directly to the rider through an app. Using GPS technology, low-
energy bluetooth, and spatial location technologies like Apple’s iBeacon, 
we can create an app that recognises when you enter a subway station. The 
app will send a push notifications to your phone’s lock screen displaying 
service changes and delays specifically for that station and the lines 
running through that station.

Service change notifications would show 
up on device’s lockscreen. Users can open 
the app to get alternative routes home.



DIGITAL CARD REFILL Replacing the MetroCard is too difficult, and not even necessary. The 
biggest downfall of the MetroCard is the way we have to refill it. Refilling 
a MetroCard at the machines is time consuming, frustrating, and is always 
busy — especially during rush hours and at busy stations.
On the back of each MetroCard is a unique number, this number 
corresponds to a unique entry in the MTA’s database where all of our funds 
are stored. In collaboration with the MTA, and using recent advancements 
in mobile payment technology – like Apple Pay, we can create an app that 
transfers funds from a user’s credit card information stored on their phone

View of the app’s home screen. To refill their MetroCard the 
user will click on the blue button.

The user can enter a specific amount or select a standard 
amount. User can also change card number from here.



CHARGING STATIONS A future endevour of our will be to implement charging stations that will 
give subway riders the ability to charge their smart devices whilst waiting 
for their train to arrive. New Yorkers are heaving phone users, thus charging 
stations will be especially be helpful towards the end of the day.

directly to their MetroCard account on the MTA’s database. This will reduce 
traffic at the card refill stations, allow people to upload money at any time 
and anywhere, and make the process quicker.

Preview of amount with the bonus. Users can pay with Apple 
Pay and authorise using fingerprint, or enter credit card 
details under ‘other’.

Once transaction is complete, the card’s new balance is 
displayed.



From our research and insights, we 
have derived and developed the 
digital service that will bring the 

New York subway system into 
the 21st century.

Creative
Brief.



HOW TO APPROACH 
SOLVING THE PROBLEM

TARGET AUDIENCE

MISSION

VISION & GOAL

PERSONALITY & 
TONE OF VOICE

Completing a project of this size is a hard task, but MTAontheGrid aims to 
use the power of New Yorkers to bring about these improvements. This is 
our subway system, and it is our duty to voice our opinions. The first step 
is to gain the support and trust of New Yorkers. We need New Yorkers to 
show the city officials that this is what they want. It is crucial that we get 
New Yorkers to engage in discussion about improving the subway system.
Once this is done, we reach out to cellular providers. We present them the 
benefits, talk to them about logistics, and get them on board. Once we have 
their support, we reach out to the MTA and city officials to propose our 
ideas. We show them the reaction and support we have gotten from New 
Yorkers, and show them that cellular providers are willing to participate.

From the above ‘gameplan’, it is clear that we have three target audiences: 
New Yorkers who use the subway, cellular service providers (Verizon, 
T-Mobile, AT&T, Sprint), and the MTA/City Government.

For the sake of this project, we have decided to only focus on our first – and 
most important – audience: the New Yorkers.

MTAontheGrid is a citizen-led, non-profit organisation. We strive to raise 
awareness of the subway’s digital downfalls. We not only highlight the 
problems, but offer lasting and viable solutions.

We want to become a platform that encourages an open dialogue between 
citizens and city officials. Our goal is to implement all four of our digital 
services over a 10 year time period. Some services – like the app offering 
Ditigal Card Refill and Service Notifications – can be implemented much 
quicker than the long term project – like Cellular Underground. We want 
to open New Yorker’s eyes on the current situation.

MTAontheGrid is enthusiastic, optimistic, and approachable. When talking 
to New Yorkers, we are down-to-Earth, friendly, positive, and casual. Our 
marketing campaign will bring New Yorkers together using humour and 
emotions.

We also want to be taken seriously. When talking to cellular service 
providers, the MTA, or City officials, we are formal and persuasive.



From our research and insights, we 
have derived and developed the 
digital service that will bring the 

New York subway system into 
the 21st century.
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The main 
colours.

Secondary 
colours.

Main typeface: 
Montserrat
Bold, Regular, 
and Light

The quick brown fox jumps 
over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps 
over the lazy dog.

The quick brown fox jumps 
over the lazy dog.

RGB: 43, 61, 79
CMYK: 85, 69, 48, 39

RGB: 
229, 77, 66

CMYK: 
5, 85, 78, 0

RGB: 
240, 195, 48

CMYK: 
6, 22, 94, 0

RGB: 
57, 202, 116

CMYK: 
67, 0, 75, 0

RGB: 236, 240, 241
CMYK: 6, 2, 3, 0

RGB: 
58, 153, 216

CMYK: 
71, 27, 0, 0





The logo is derived from the first letter of our project name, a connectivity signal, pointed forward to 
represent advancement/improvement, and is stylised to look like subway lines, in the colours of the 
four most important subway lines in NYC: 123, NQR, 456, and the ACE.



MTAontheGrid

MTAontheGrid



Cellular Underground
MTAontheGrid

MTAontheGrid

Service Notifications
MTAontheGrid

Digital Card Refill
MTAontheGrid

Charging Stations

We also create small sub-brands for each of the four projects. Each has their own colour derived from 
the main logo and colour pallete.



From our research and insights, we 
have derived and developed the 
digital service that will bring the 

New York subway system into 
the 21st century.

The
Campaign.



Campaign.

COMMUNICATION 
STRATEGY

PHASE ONE

STICKERS

We decided to split our marketing campaign and communication strategy 
into two phases.

Phase One: 
Open people’s eyes to the problem. We aim to make New Yorkers aware of 
the subway’s digital downfalls. We do not yet announce who we are.

Phase Two:
In this stage, we announce who we our, our intentions, and offer solutions 
to theproblems we highlighted. We encourage people to visit our website 
and sign the petition showing their support.

We wanted people to really take part in the campaign, we thought stickers 
are a nice and versatile way of highlighting the problems. We incorporated 
humour using our consumer insights. We expect these to go viral.





RELEASE OF VIDEO AD
“SERIOUSLY?”

This ad helps us transition from phase one to phase two of the marketing 
campaign. In a humerous way, our first video ad highlights the frustration 
New Yorkers experience when taking the subway.

Video link: https://vimeo.com/113112690

PHASE TWO

STICKERS II These stickers are a follow up on the first phase stickers, but this time the 
white stickers stand out more and are worded different, offering solutions 
to the problems. They also have our #MTAontheGrid name on it.



PRINT ADS We bring the same design language of our stickers to our print ads. This 
will help the audience associate us with our first phase stickers. We wanted 
to make full use of the subway system, so we created ads that were cleverly 
placed to make them a bit more interactive.









GUERILLA MARKETING We made use of the stairs and ceiling in the subway to bring our message 
across in a creative way.



RELEASE OF VIDEO AD
“NICE ‘N’ EASY”

RELEASE OF VIDEO AD
“CHRISTMAS”

This ad is the complete opposite of our first ad. “Nice ‘N’ Easy” shows how 
easy it can – and should – be. This ad highlights our Service Notifications 
feature and Digital Card Refill service.

Video link: https://vimeo.com/113114760

Seeing as it is the Christmas season, we wanted to create a Christmas ad 
that would allow us to use emotions to show New Yorkers why we need to 
implement Cellular Underground.

Video link: https://vimeo.com/113119555



WEBSITE As we launch our second phase, we also launch our website. The 
MTAontheGrid website is our first point of contact. It explains who we 
are, what we do, highlights the different solutions, and provides users 
with action kits. It is also where they sign the petition. When signing the 
petition, we ask for the zip code so we can map how well the petition is 
doing in different neighourhoods of the city. We also have a feature that 
allows people to donate money to help us fund the campaign.

The website is like at http://mtaonthegrid.businesscatalyst.com
If we were to officially launch, we would put it on mtaonthegrid.org.






















